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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for allowing me a stage to brag about what I think is one of the most unique institutions in America, the Naval Postgraduate School.  Over the next few minutes I hope to provide evidence of this claim by showing how combining operationally experienced students with a world-class defense oriented faculty provide both meaningful graduate education for our officers and real insights into today’s defense challenges.For me to summarize over 800 warfare analysis papers, 200 classroom capstone studies, 300 theses and major research projects related to maritime warfare analysis is impossible to accomplish in detail so I will do three things today:Stay on script so as not to stray into a detailed discussion until the question periodProvide an overview of how we integrate our graduate education with technology advancements in warfareCover the biggest trends our students and faculty have produced, many are of little surprise today.



INTRODUCTION

Or, how we do it

Naval Postgraduate School:
Integrating real-world issues with graduate education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is our secret weapon.  Mature, experienced joint and allied officers focusing on defense-related graduate degrees.  Our faculty’s success has been to give them the technical and analytical foundations in of their degree program, then provide them with relevant problems to employ these tools.  Ambrose Bierce, a 19th century American journalist, once said “War is God’s way of teaching Americans geography”  We take that a set further by giving them problems and scenarios to apply their education and learn about the culture, current geo-political issues, and environment of places they may one day have to fight.



2006-2016 Campaign Scenarios

KOREA Counter-SOF

South China Sea Conflict

Hybrid War in the Baltic

Blockade of Okinawa
Strait of 
Hormuz
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Presentation Notes
Here is a list of example scenarios that have been addressed in the past ten years.  Notice a wide range of challenges, from maritime security to all-out maritime conflict.  Sources of conflict and orders of battle all come from unclassified sources, but if a U.S. student begins classified research using a venue from the scenario, that information is replaced with the best intelligence estimates.



2016 Total 
Ships 

Systems 
Engineering

E-Week E-Week

Joint 
Campaign 
Analysis

2015 Total
Ships 

Systems
Engineering

Wargaming

IW Systems 
Engineering 

Capstone

July August September October November December January February March April May June

FY15 Summer Qtr FY16 Fall Qtr FY16 Winter Qtr FY16 Spring Qtr

WARFARE INNOVATION CONTINUUM

“Creating Asymmetric Warfighting Advantages”

Joint 
Campaign 
Analysis 

JC4I 
Capstone

SEA 23 
Final 

Report

RoboEdu 
Design 

Challenge

Wargame Planning 
and Innovation

Workshop
Littoral Operations Center

SEA 23 Capstone Project:: UxS in Cross Domain Operations

CRUSER Innovation Thread 4:  “Leveraging 
Unmanned Systems to Create  Asymmetric Advantages in 
Contested Environments”

Warfare 
Innovation 
Workshop

Energy Logistics 
in Warfare 
Operations

OPTECH (Japan)
Ops and Technology
Workshop

Indonesian Littoral 
Conops Course

SE Capstone Project – Electric ship 

Tactical 
Decision Making
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Each year we have a campus-wide theme and scenario called the Warfare Innovation Continuum for faculty to apply in their classroom and research if they wish.  This year, “Creating Asymmetric Warfighting Advantages”  involves over 400 students, faculty and sponsors in capstone classroom projects, thesis work, and research initiatives.  It uses a scenario titled Maritime War 2030 which addresses an expansionist Russia and adventurous China.  The Continuum theme lasts in research threads for much longer than a year, many ideas going to field experimentation.This is a very cluttered slide, presented with no apology.There are a lot of people involved here, and the total cost of this enterprise is millions of dollars a year.  Though we seek surprise and insight, there is a design underlying this "continuum" and guidance of its progression.The blue boxes represent the courses involved this year and I will focus on just two, the Joint Campaign Analysis class and the Wargaming class to demonstrate how we integrate lessons learned across courses and research topics.



Joint Campaign ANALYSIS Course

COURSE MISSION:
THIS COURSE STUDIES THE DEVELOPMENT, 

USE, AND RECENT APPLICATIONS OF
CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS IN ACTUAL

PROCUREMENT, FORCE STRUCTURE, AND
OPERATIONS PLANNING. EMPHASIS IS ON
FORMULATING THE PROBLEM, CHOOSING

ASSUMPTIONS, STRUCTURING THE
ANALYSIS, AND MEASURING

EFFECTIVENESS. 

Students come from:
Ops Research, Joint Operational Logistics,
Systems Engineering Analysis, Modeling 
Simulation and Virtual Environments, and 

Defense Analysis programs. 

Navy, Marines, and Army officers
(all branches)

United States, Germany, Turkey, Pakistan, 
and many others

4-Week Mini-study deals with realistic 
future scenario that students are 

challenged to provide concepts for 
employment and quantitative assessment 

of risk, including technical injects. 
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The Joint Campaign Analysis course is required by our Operations Research, Systems Engineering Analysis,  Undersea Warfare (OR) and Joint Operational Logistics students, but is an elective in many more technical programs.  Students represent all branches of service and our collation partners.  The course’s culmination is a three to four-week mini-study using the Warfare Innovation Continuum’s scenario.  Our officers are challenged to use all the tools provided to them by their respective graduate programs and the campaign models discussed in class to quantify risk of concepts they develop to address the scenario, and provide a quantitative military assessment of technologies introduced in the scenario.  Innovative concepts of employment are encouraged, but must be assessed for effectiveness, risk, and in many cases, cost. All that said, an appreciation for campaign analysis being a big IF-THEN statement, and not a predication tool is reinforced.  IF we accept this scenario, its assumptions and data, and we use this model, then these are the results.  In this was we hope to focus on important initial conditions (critical assumptions), possible vulnerabilities, and look for patterns of activity which point to strong solutions.



Example Technical Injects
 Tactically Exploited Reconnaissance Node
 Undersea Constellation
 Flotilla of smaller missile combatants
 All domain naval integrated fires 

capabilities
 Shore based ASCM
 Enhanced LPD-17
 ACTUV
 Lasers
 Non-lethal stopping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are just a sample of the many technical injects provided to the Joint Campaign Analysis students.  These are provided by various Navy and Defense organizations, our own NPS researchers, or from the Warfare Innovation Workshop held each fall as part of the Warfare Innovation Continuum.  My next few slides will give you an appreciation on how the students accomplish a quantitative military assessment of their concepts of employment and technical injects.



Concept of Operations

7

CSG

ESG

N. FLT
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Their first step is to develop their own concept of operations based on the scenario, order of battle, objectives, and rules of engagement.  In many cases, the students come up with innovative employment concepts for both existing platforms and future technologies.  As will be discussed, paired unmanned surface vessel operations for bi-static ASW search operations is one example.



Tactical level analysis to understand 
campaign effects

8

Analyzing strike effects on 
Fiery Reef runways

Coyote UAV’s tactical 
employment with P-8 

sonobuoy field.

Presenter
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The officers frequently conduct tactical level analysis to understand how to modify campaign model parameters to capture engagement effectiveness.  The two shown here are strike effects on Fiery reef’s runways and the use of a Coyote UAV by the P-8 to provide magnetic anomaly detection capability across a sonobuoy field.



Length of ASW campaign and weapon 
usage sensitive to P-8 introduction

9

Phase-1  Duration (Undersea Assets employed only)

* All numbers are mean of 1000 runs
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Tactical effects are then represented in mission and campaign models to gain insight into the effects of changing parameters or assumptions.  These charts show the impact of introducing P-8s into a ASW campaign on weapon usage and campaign duration. 



Technical Inject: Coyote MAD 
capability for P-8

10

Addition of P-8A MAD capability via UAV
Can remote MAD capability reduce the ASW Find, 
Fix, Track, Target, Engage (F2T2E) time sequence 
and enhance the ASW campaign?

Too 
Many!

Very Long 
Range –
70+ NMs??

* All numbers are mean of 1000 runs
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Likewise, tactical and mission analysis is done for technical injects to understand how to model their campaign effects.



Technical Inject: Campaign effects of  
P-8 Coyote capability

11
* All numbers are mean of 1000 runs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see that although the introduction of the Coyote UAV to the P-8s capability has tactical effect, the impact on campaign measures of blue submarines lost and campaign length are negligible with the ASW campaign model used. 



Joint Campaign Analysis 
and Wargaming Connection

12

Summer Joint 
Campaign 

Analysis Class

Fall 
Wargaming 

Class

Winter Joint 
Campaign 

Analysis Class

Maritime 
War 2030
Scenario

Technology 
Injects and 
Concepts

Red Response
Blue Concepts

Technology 
Injects and 
Concepts
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The Joint Campaign Analysis’s course results are provided to the next quarter’s wargaming class, comprised of many of the same students, to add the human decision making element in modifying blue concepts and developing red’s response.  The wargaming class results will then influence the next Joint Campaign Analysis’ course scenario and red concepts.



NPS Wargaming Course 
• The first half of the Wargaming Applications 

course teaches the fundamentals of wargaming 
using a mix of lectures and practical exercises. 
Concludes with the completion of the “Wargaming 
Apprentice Certification Exam.”

• Wargaming Capstone Project: 
The second half of the course 
focuses on applying wargaming
fundamentals to design, 
develop, conduct and analyze a 
wargame to answer a DoD
sponsor's actual requirement. Commander, EWTGLANT attends student game

13

DoD Capstone Sponsors : 7 Navy, 5 Joint, 3 Int’l, 2 Army, 1 Marine Corps, 1 Industry.
Wargames (34 total): 15 Navy, 5 Joint, 5 Army, 4 Int’l, 3 Marine Corps, 2 Industry.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A bit about our wargaming class.  It is also an applied course were the officers learn to art of executing an analytical wargame with a real world’s sponsors objectives and issues.  Essentially, they learn as they design, develop, then execute an actual game for a sponsor.  Their “final” is the actual briefing and report back to their sponsor.



Fall 2012 Capstone Game
Littoral Flotilla 

Littoral Flotilla is an exploration into the 
application of innovative joint and combined 
naval formations conducting combat 
operations in the littoral. The goal of the 
project is to foster international cooperation 
in the development of Littoral Warfare and 
to expand awareness of the challenges 
associated with operations in the global 
littorals.

Littoral Operations Center stood up at NPS (2014)
14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just one example is the game aligned with our research to establish a small combatant flotilla in support of the stand up of the NPS Littoral Operations Center.  Again, I have shown just two classes in the Warfare Innovation Continuum. In various degrees we accomplish this coordination across the other classes participating in the Warfare Innovation Continuum like the Joint C4I class, the Total Ships Systems Engineering Class, the Energy Logistics Class, the IW Systems Engineering class and others. 



And hundreds of Theses 
 PROJECT JASON: Countering 

UCAV
Tactical memo development
Logistics Network analysis: Fuel –

Air
Alternative Communications paths
 Salvo Warfare
Red’s doctrine analysis
Distributed Forces

Presenter
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Of course deeper warfare analysis is found in our student’s thesis and capstone project work.  From simulating warfare engagements a million times and varying parameters to discover the best tactics to employ,  to exploring vulnerabilities in logistics networks or  to field- testing QR codes as alternative communication paths, NPS student theses and graduation project provide the depth to general concepts proposed by the fleet and our own activities.



BIG TRENDS ACROSS TEN 
YEARS

Some are now no surprise….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll now turn to what I see as emerging from these efforts across ten years.



A sample of Trends
 Missile and Robotics: enablers for Red and Blue
 Red 

– Terrestrial’s growing influence on maritime 
domain, particularly where it counts

– High/Low ISR mix difficult to defeat
 Blue

– Lead with Undersea Power
– Disburse airpower and surface action groups.
– It takes a village: rediscovering USAF missile 

trucks or more missiles please…..
– CVN’s importance as mid-ocean air provider for 

high end conflict

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the trends I’ll address are listed here.  The impact of the missile and robotics age can clearly be seen in the way we employ forces and those forces aligned against us.  Almost all trends stem from technologies associated with miniaturization, computing power, speed, connectivity, energy, and advances in artificial intelligence.  Innovative employment of these technologies like ISR sensors on self-propelling surf boards is the most frequent theme from our Warfare Innovation Continuums.Because these enablers have so much influence on our students’ results, I will do a short primer as to why. 



Characteristics of modern maritime marfare

• Offense is the stronger form of naval tactical warfare

“Fire effectively first” (Hughes)

• Defense is the stronger form of naval operational
warfare

Sea Denial is easier than Sea Control

We observe U.S. Navy is currently on the 
disadvantaged side in both these areas in  

warfighting and procurement 
18

Presenter
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I want to remind us of an important perspective about naval warfare, which is reverse from the land warriors view of defense being the stronger form of warfare.  The maritime tactical offense is less expensive to employ, and more advantageous than the maritime tactical defense.  Initiatives like distributed lethality are addressing the imbalance between offensive capacity and defense capacity in our force.



Naval Warfighting Ages

Ram Gun Aircraft Missile Robotics

19

Oars Sail and Steam Carrier Distributed
Small 

and Distributed

Long Time Sail to 1840
Steam to 1940

1940 – 1970
Nuclear 1950

Conventional 1967
2010 -

Presenter
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Ramming, row and boarding vessels gave way to the naval cannon and sail; sail to steam; rifled gun and armor to aircraft; aircraft to missiles; and now we are on the dawn of a robotics age.  Missiles, robots, miniaturization, hypersonic technologies, and artificial intelligence give the advantage to smaller, many, faster, and more lethal offense capabilities.  It is not surprising that our officers frequently use numerous smaller platforms, mostly unmanned, to mitigate the threat to our higher value ships. Likewise, our potential advisories recognize this as well.



Implications for Missile and 
Robotics Age

 Easier to leverage the power of quantity:
– Swarms (Harpies, Boats, etc)
– Cost effectiveness of offensive systems over 

defensive systems is enhanced
 Enables focus on package delivered instead 

of delivery platform
 Options: 

– Very advanced, autonomous and expensive 
systems

– Basic, “throw away” and inexpensive systems: 
few vs. many

20

Presenter
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Where there is a sea and air denial challenge, our potential adversaries have leveraged these points to create relatively inexpensive weapons systems in a tactically offensive way in great numbers while we invest in expensive defensive systems employed far away requiring both increased autonomy and logistics.We see opportunity in refocusing our procurement efforts to the packages (kinetic and non-kinetic) and adjust the platforms that delivery them accordingly.  A stark example is a “package” that has maritime influence yet no maritime platform, the DF-21.  Without the acquisition burden and existing capital investment in fleet platforms, our potential adversaries have the option of leaping directly into “package” focus acquisition.



TRENDS IN THE MARITIME 
THREAT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are trends we see in our potential adversaries capabilities that have real strategic impact.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ability for land-based missiles and bombers to threaten sea denial is news to few here, but in the last ten years this has developed into having strategic implications.  Cruise missiles like the Chinese YJ-62 and Russian P 800 as well as DF-21s are the new 21st century coastal batteries—except they are not limited to coastal in their influence.  Combined with long range surface to air missiles and missile carrying bombers their reach enables political adventurism within EEZs and beyond.  They represent the hard threat behind maritime security vessels enforcing extreme interpretations of maritime exclusion zone privileges.   Unchecked, this challenge to freedom of the seas may evolve to a Balklanization of the oceans, particularly along the major shipping routes and fishing grounds of the world.  Our students rediscovered obtaining sea control, even temporarily, is now necessary for power projection and as you will see, drove them underwater.Increasingly longer range submarine capabilities allow potential adversaries to threaten our sea lines of communications up to our own coasts.  Port breakouts, convoy operations, and port defense, including cruise missile defense of the homeland, are all areas that are again of interest to our students.  Speaking of submarine warfare, one “red” tactic that causes student blue teams concern is paired SSK operations.  Similar to the old Soviet Akula/Oscar tactics, SSKs operating near by each other, separated by depth water space management scheme, changes the engagement dynamics for a single Blue SSN, certainly the expected exchange ratio.  This was a tactic developed by a “red” Joint Campaign Analysis team and to my knowledge is not common practice by any of our potential adversaries. 



Who can best fight in the night? 
(EM night that is)

 Threat’s combination of high (satellite) and 
low (naval auxiliary) targeting methods 
challenge Blue’s “left” of kill chain 
capabilities
 “Old school” organic targeting methods 

become more important when everyone’s 
Precision Navigation and Timing is 
degraded

Presenter
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Although the emphasis on “left of kill chain” effects against an adversaries surveillance and targeting systems is moving in the right direction, we also need to remember hundreds of fishing junks that can act as “low mix” AGIs and consider this more eye-ball threat.  Dispersed manned ISR at sea can challenge our more sophisticated electronic deception and decoy methods.  In addition, with the potential degradation of all precision, navigation, and timing system, we are once again concerned with ensuring every shooter can also target without the necessity of off-board intelligence.



HOW BLUE RESPONDED….



Taking the “Low Road”
 Lead with submarines (deny sea space)
 Develop undersea ISR, PNT, and arsenal 

systems (Undersea constellation)
 Get missiles into AOR 
 Genesis of  “War at Sea Strategy” 

(Hughes/Kline 2012 NWCR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping and leveraging the advantage in undersea operations and capabilities are critical in our studies.  The 2012-2014 Warfare Innovation Continuum “Advancing the Design of Undersea Warfare” developed architectures for NUWC’s Advanced Undersea Warfare Systems, conceived and buildt undersea docking stations and diver assist vehicles, and rediscovered concepts related to theater submarine warfare.  Results were provided to NWDC to help mature the “Leveraging the Undersea environment concept”     Using submarines for sea denial, shaping the operating area with offensive and defensive mining, and developing undersea infrastructure to influence the surface, air, and cyber domains gives us an asymmetric advantage.  A common issue, however, is a capacity gap—we simply do not have a sufficient number of submarines to cover the ocean required to create anything but an extended (years long) campaign. Therefore, early introduction of missiles into a high risk environment without undo risk to capital intensive naval force structure shortened campaign length.  Which, brings me to my next point.  When in the missile age….



In the Missile Age: Focus on 
Missiles, not platforms

Mass missiles, not delivery platforms.  
– Disperse Air Wings
– Distribute surface ships
– Establish land missile outposts
– Establish undersea “arsenals” like DARPA’s 

Hydra
– Use joint assets (Bombers) as missile trucks

 This requires buying more offensive 
missiles and force-wide training

Presenter
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Focus on missiles.   Getting missiles into a contested AOR, without risking our high value units, became a constant theme, particularly in our 2013 – 2015 Warfare Innovation Continuum “Dispersed Air and Surface Assets”.  Here emerged the concept of the smaller combatant flotilla operating in hunter-killer pairs, dispersing the air wing to various shore sites (very reminiscent of Henderson Field during the Guadalcanal campaign) then rotating them back to the CVN, establishing our own anti-ship cruise missile land sites, using undersea infrastructure as missile arsenals, and leveraging the missile carrying capacity of our sister services’ aircraft, from B-1s to C-17s.  What we learned is influencing the current Distributed Lethality Task Force and our current cross-campus Systems Engineering Analysis study addresses leveraging unmanned systems for cross-domain operations.



In the Robotics Age: Focus on 
Robotics, not platforms

 Robots forward!  
– Combine manned and unmanned systems

• Section of aircraft: unmanned missile carrier 
forward, manned fighter back

• ACTUV pairs for bi-static search with Surface 
Action Groups

– ACTUV as missile carrier (box launcher)
– Many, disposable UxS ISR and environmental 

sensors
 Unmanned Systems viewed by themselves, 

not as extension of manned platforms

Presenter
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Likewise, when in the robotics age, leverage their capabilities, not just as an extension of manned platforms, but by themselves.  Our 2011 – 2013 Warfare Innovation Continuum “Unmanned Systems in Naval Operations” kicked off research that is still ongoing, and in at least one case, is directly influencing DARPA programs in UAV Swarm warfare.  Dr. Tim Chung, now a DARPA Director for this program, and his students developed the software and hardware to fly 50 cooperating autonomous air vehicles in 2014, setting a world record while an NPS faculty member.  Concepts to use unmanned systems as over-the-horizon environmental and ISR sensors, to deliver left of kill chain effects, to act as missile carriers when paired with manned systems, and to deliver non-lethal effects have been analyzed and shown to shorten campaign length and mitigate risk to manned platforms.



Other Observations
 Carriers of aircraft most impactful just 

outside missile range
 Vulnerable logistics and repair system 

(network analysis)
– Fuel, parts and ammunition
– Not prepared to handle damaged ships
– Distributed and Expeditionary Logistics 

lessons from WWII

Presenter
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Where does that leave the center-piece of our fleet, the aircraft carrier?  Classified student thesis work have analyzed counter-targeting methods for the CVN using electromagnetic maneuver warfare, land masking and raiding operations to mitigate risk to the carrier and air wing.  It’s major contribution, however, is as a mobile airfield outside the immediate contested AOR, either to deliver and support a dispersed air wing, or as a mid-ocean provider of air assets for sea control and convoy protection.  CVNs lurking just outside missile range demands attention from potential adversaries, diverting them away from other forces penetrating the contested area.  Of course, the utility of a mobile airfield in less-intensive conflicts is not questioned.Another large area of research has been the logistic system to support our operating forces.  Using advanced network analysis techniques, vulnerabilities in capability and capacity in our logistics system have been highlighted. Work during the “Dispersed Future Air and Surface Forces” warfare innovation continuum proposed concepts in distributed and expeditionary logistics that are very similar to those used during World War II in both theaters.  That research continues. Lessons have been provided to the current effort in Distributed Logistics concept being developed by OPNAV N4.  



More Observations
 Unique use of evolving technology, more 

innovation than revolution
More, less expensive sensors and platforms 

with more focused missions in dispersed 
operations
 Push C2 to lowest level:

– Good knowledge of mission
– Independent, pre-coordinated and quiet

operations
– More WWII Submarine Operations than Desert 

Storm
29Ideas for a more resilient force

Presenter
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Three of the major themes consistently emerging from these activities are the innovative use of existing or evolving technology, many from industry.  The concepts that arise are not revolutionary in nature, but do show unique applications within the nature of maritime warfare.Again, we see the desire to use more dispersed, less expensive sensors and platforms to respond to a wide variety of operations and with that, authority at the lowest level to execute mission objectives.  This allows, when necessary, for independent initiative when off-board communications are not desired.  This helps mitigate reliance on a network and with more sensors and platforms, creates a more resilient force.  By a force wide resilience we mean less vulnerable and if attacked, more robust to absorb casualties.  



Technology and Strategy: 
Why I like being tactical

 Technology enhances maritime tactical 
capabilities
 Tactical capabilities provide additional 

operational level ways and means
 Operational level ways and means inform 

strategic choices.

Presenter
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A final word in defense of we technologists and tacticians engaging strategists.  Historically, technology advancements have provided a tactical edge against maritime foes.  Wither you see strategy as decisions among choices in a constrained fiscal environment, or ends, ways, and means, these tactical edges provide opportunities for strategic choices or the ways to accomplish strategic ends.  Again, I point out the DF-21 as a tactical weapon with strategic implications.And, working with young officers, eager for relevant education and to help solve the Navy’s challenges, keeps me going to work a happy man.  I love my job.



Discussion



Most Recent Workshop

32

“Will emergent technologies (unmanned systems, advanced 
computing power, automation, advanced sensor 
capabilities, laser weapons etc.) allow us to fight effectively 
in the complex and an electromagnetically contested 
littoral environment against sea denial forces?”

Creating Asymmetric Warfighting Advantages
21-24 September 2015
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A two-year event thread begins with a Warfare Innovation 
Workshop (WIW) and culminates with a research presentation at 
ONR showcasing the results

Fall 
Year 1

Warfare 
Innovation 
Workshop

Teams of junior 
officers and early 
career engineers 
propose concepts 
within a scenario

Spring 
Year 1

Technical 
Continuum

Review of Technical 
Papers and proposals for 
concepts selected from 
Warfare Innovation 
Workshop.  Includes a 
Research Fair

Spring
Year 2

Field 
Experiment

Testing of 
physical models 
as a follow-on to 
the Tech 
Continuum

Summer 
Year 2

Research 
Expo

Expo to showcase the 
results of the 
Innovation Thread –
“Concept to 
Experimentation”

CRUSER Innovation Thread
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2011 2015
2011 – 2013

Thread #1 –UxS Employment in Naval Operations 
TechCon
(APR 12)

Cancelled due 
to Travel 
Restrictions

Expo
(JUN 13)

Field Exp.
(APR 13)

WIW
(SEP 11)

2012 - 2014
Thread #2 - Advancing the Design of Undersea Warfare

TechCon
(APR 13)

Expo
(JUN 14)

Field Exp.
(APR 14)

WIW
(SEP 12)

2013-2015
Thread #3 - Distributing Future Naval Air and Surface Forces

TechCon
(APR 14)

Expo
(JUN 15)

Field Exp.
(APR 15)

WIW
(SEP 13)

2014-2016
Thread #4 – Warfare in a Contested 

Littoral

WIW
(SEP 14)

Past Warfare Innovation Continuum

2015-2017
Thread #5 –
Asymmetric 
Advantages

WIW
(SEP 
15)
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Week-Long Basic Analytic Wargaming Course 
(Mobile Education Team (MET) Concept)

• Built around hands-on practical exercises coordinated with the sponsor—NOT a lecture-dominated course.
• Purpose is to develop a wargaming core competency within an organization.
• By the end of the week, student teams conduct a wargame that they designed during the course.

Canadian Forces Aerospace Warfare Centre
Trenton, Ontario, Canada September 2011

US Strategic Command
Offutt AFB, Nebraska  March 2014

Sekolah Tinggi Teknologi Angkatan Laut
Surabaya, Indonesia July 2015

US Central Command
Tampa, Florida  August 2015

Potential Course Sponsors : Royal Canadian Navy, DTA (New Zealand), French and Indian Armed Forces 

Course for USMC (OAD AND I&L sponsored) completed in Quantico Feb 2016

Upcoming courses: 9th MSN SUPPT CMD, May ‘16; DST-Group (Australia), July ‘16; CENTCOM, FY16-17
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